The Highlighter Method of Learning to Plot
Get yourself a package of highlighters and three books in the genre you have chosen. With the three
books, chose a big author whose books you love, then a midlist author who is still carving out her
career but who writes well, and finally one from a debut author who is releasing his or her first book.
Why a debut author? Because today’s newest author is your TRUE competition. None of us are
competing with Nora Roberts or Stephen King with our first sales. We’re competing with the other
new authors. You need to give the editors a reason to buy your book instead of another one by Jane
Doe, new author. To do that, you have to be not just AS GOOD but BETTER than Jane. Otherwise, the
editor will buy Jane, who is already building a readership and sales record.
Sit down with your highlighters and be prepared to tear these books apart (don’t use
hardcovers for this exercise <G>). Choose a different color for each of the following and highlight as
follows:
Color #1: Conflict. Every time you see something in your character’s way, whether it be tangible or
emotional, highlight it. These are the roadblocks to your character’s success. The villain who tries to
kill him, the doubt that plagues him when he’s about to go head-to-head with the bad guy, the bank
that won’t give your business owner a loan, etc. There should be conflict on EVERY page. This raises
the stakes, propels the action forward and keeps your story moving. Remember, it’s both external
(physical) and internal (emotional).
Color #2: Goals. Whenever you see your character mention a goal, highlight it. These, again, are
internal and external.If the book is done well, there are SEVERAL scene goals throughout the book
leading up to the big goal (to get his swamp back, Shrek must first go to the kingdom, then he must
battle the dragon, then find the princess, then take her along, then get through the journey of
bringing her back, etc.).
Color #3: Motivation. Every time you see a reason spurring your character to move toward their
goals, highlight it. This is a sentence easily accomplished with the word “because.” Most characters
have multiple motivations for actions, both internal and external.
Color #4: Genre. This one will be used for the element that makes your book fit its genre. Meaning,
if you are writing and reading romance, then use this color to highlight every moment of sexual
tension/attraction/development of the relationship. If you are writing suspense and/or mystery, then
you highlight every time you see a clue or red herring, etc.
Color #5: Plot Twists. You don’t really need a highlighter for this, more a pen where you can circle
or star the place where the plot veers to the left and takes you in a new direction. Look for the
surprises the author threw in, the undiscovered secrets.
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Color #6: Backstory. This is a biggie. Most authors reveal backstory gradually. They peel those layers
back like an onion, a little at a time, rather than dumping it all into the front of the story where it will bore
the heck out of you. A good, tight novel has VERY little backstory in those early pages.
Color #7: Hooks. This again can be a pen instead of a highlighter, but I want you to find all the places
where the author has hooked you and made you keep reading. Typically, this is the opening, the end of a
scene and/or chapter and the beginning of a scene and/or chapter. It’s the places that make you keep
reading even when it’s two in the morning and you have a big presentation to make tomorrow and
haven’t readied a thing. It’s that “one more page” feeling.
Here is the final key to making this work for you: Take what you have done to all those successful
books and do it to your own manuscript. You will IMMEDIATELY see that you have too much green, too
little orange. That you have forgotten to have conflict on EVERY page. That your sexual tension happens
every twenty-five pages instead of every time the hero and heroine are together. That you have about
three clues in your entire mystery.
This is the best way to analyze the best books and then your own, to see where you are lacking, where
your story is dragging, etc. It’s NOT, contrary to how it might sound, creating a formula or a pattern that
you must follow every time. If you look at the three novels, you’ll see that each author approached things
a little differently. There is, however, one common element to ALL good novels, regardless of type or
genre: they compel the reader to keep turning those pages by raising the stakes and taking the
characters on a life-changing journey.
You can do the same with your book. Just follow the rainbow-colored brick road!
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